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Crowdfund Capital Advisors 
 
ABOUT 
Crowdfund Capital Advisors (CCA) is the leading global advisory and consulting firm on early-stage 
finance initiatives including equity, debt and rewards based crowdfunding strategy and 
implementation.  Our clients are investors, governments, multi-lateral organizations, development 
NGOs and entrepreneurs who seek strategic advice and tactical implementation of crowdfunding 
ecosystems.  CCA has worked in 29 countries on projects to create jobs, innovation and 
entrepreneurial success through new business financing tools.  Example projects include: 
 

• Development of early stage finance landscape and gap analysis 
• Creating roadmaps that support common sense reforms to existing securities regulations 
• Delivering educational programming to regulators, government officials, and business 

executives to build consensus and understanding of the opportunity and power of 
crowdfunding 

• Creating roadmaps to use new financing tools (e.g.: crowdfunding) to connect and enhance 
existing entrepreneurial ecosystem efforts 

• Planning for capacity building initiatives for entrepreneurs to support effective use of these 
new financial tools for job creation and business development 

 
The CCA Group Principals, Jason Best and Sherwood Neiss are also co-founders of the Program for 
Innovation in Entrepreneurial and Social Finance within the Coleman Fung Institute for Engineering 
Leadership at the University of California, Berkeley.  Richard Swart, CCA Partner, serves as the 
Program’s Research Director.  Lee Flemming and the Program hosted the first Global Crowdfunding 
Academic Symposium in October 2013 with over 100 academics from 15 countries. Best and Neiss serve 
as Entrepreneurs-in-Residence at the UC Berkeley Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology. 
 
This research was authored by Habib Jamal, Sherwood Neiss and Jason Best with input by Robert 
Mitchell and Richard Swart PhD. 
 
For more information visit www.crowdfundcapitaladvisors.com or send an email to 
info@theccagroup.com 
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Key Take Away Points: 
 
A healthy economy requires growing businesses, and the fastest growing businesses are often early stage and 
start-up enterprises. To start a business requires capital and raising capital can be very difficult. In this report 
we look into whether the sizable portions of the population made up by women and minorities are receiving fair 
and adequate access to capital, and if not, could alternative fundraising techniques like crowdfunding lower their 
barriers to funding.  
 

● Because of the stigma attached to the difficulty in gaining access to traditional funding sources, many 
women and minorities forgo the traditional capital markets further reducing access to capital within 
these groups 

● Data shows that many women and minority-owned businesses tend to be strong market performers, 
survived the economic crisis better than their counterparts, and were more profitable afterwards 

○ Women owned businesses had sales of over $1.4 Trillion in 2014 
○ 41% of businesses are women owned, but only 8% of ventures that are backed by professional 

investors are founded by women  
● Data indicates that the venture community and banks have not invested proportionally in women and 

minorities 
● Crowdfunding can provide an alternative method of funding minorities and women, while providing 

investor protections and enabling risk sharing among a community. 
○ Of the fifty highest funded projects on Kickstarter, the premier crowdfunding site, 45 have 

turned into ongoing entrepreneurial firms1. This proves that crowdfunding ideas can lead to 
promising enterprises.   

● Crowdfunding is unique because it not only brings money, but also an engaged community of 
supporters that are both customers and investors 

● Peer to peer lending data shows that women are receiving more funding then men 
● Major underserved markets, many of which are turning majority minority, are where very successful 

crowdfunding campaigns have been based 
● Promoting crowdfunding as an alternative funding source for women and minorities can create more 

new business starts, tax revenue, jobs, gender inclusivity and economic equality.  All key parts to a 
healthy economy   

 
 

Introduction 
It's no secret that raising funds from banks and VC's is hard work for anyone, but numerous studies 
including those by the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor2 show that raising funds from traditional 
sources can be much harder for minorities and women. There is widespread acknowledgement that 
this funding inequality stems from underlying societal issues like patriarchy and institutional racism, 
that they are deeply entrenched, and are unlikely to change. Others argue that it is largely an artifact of 
stringent banking regulations influencing lending practices across the board and thereby leave out 
new entrants in the market. Sometimes it comes down to the fact that Bankers and VC's just don't 
understand the businesses minorities and women are attempting to start, since they haven't been 
exposed to them, and therefore interpret them as riskier.  Without access to capital entrepreneurs 
                                                
1 https://www.business.utah.edu/sites/default/files/media/mollick_swept_away_byu_utah3-5.pdf  
2 http://www.gemconsortium.org/docs/download/2825  
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(whether women, minority or not) are hampered in their ability to grow, introduce new products and 
service. 
 
Regardless of the reason for the funding shortage, crowdfunding offers an alternative route for 
minorities and women to raise capital for their businesses directly from investors in an open 
marketplace of ideas. While individual lenders may carry their own prejudices or may simply have a 
lower tolerance for the risk, the ability of crowdfunding to connect millions of potential investors with 
an entrepreneur's idea ensures that a greater cross section of society will be empowered to decide if the 
business plan has merit and if there is profit to be made.  Early crowdfunding results signal that more 
women and minority led projects are receiving funds and those funds are coming from other women 
and minorities, which collectively represent a viable source of capital globally. Tapping this network of 
individuals may not only lead to increased business starts but gender inclusivity, economic 
opportunity, and tax paying jobs as well.  All positive elements of a healthy local economy. 
 
 

The Harsh Reality for Female Business Owners 
Overwhelming research shows that while the private capital markets represent a huge wealth of funds, 
women and minorities remain shut out. Women are the majority minority. Even though there are 
more women than men, long standing biases and other entrenched factors keep women from 
accessing capital. According to the Department of Commerce women owned firms start and grow their 
businesses with substantially less outside financing.3 However, women-owned businesses contribute 
significantly to the US Economy, have sales and receipts of over $1.4 trillion, and are growing rapidly.4 
Women-owned businesses also take on less debt than their male counterparts5 and are started with 
less equity investments. To a layman less debt might be thought of a good thing, however from a 
financial analysis point of view, having lower than normal debt means a business is not effectively 
leveraging its resources and may be is missing out on potential growth or other opportunities by 
operating with sub-optimal financing. Nonetheless, cultural, economic and legal hurdles hamper 
traditional financing options for women and minorities.  
 
Looking at equity investments, women are not receiving their fair share of capital. There are very few 
female venture capitalists. Only 12 percent of angel investors (a kind of informal venture capitalist that 
funds early stage ventures with their own money) are women. And there are fewer women founders of 
startups and small enterprises.   Hence the pool of investable women-led enterprises is smaller. 
 
According to the Center for Venture Research, only 12 percent of angels funded female entrepreneurs 
in 2011.6 Another study suggests that only 8% of ventures that get backed are women-owned, while in 
the overall economy, 41% of businesses are owned by women.7 

                                                
3 Women-Owned Businesses in the 21st Century, October 2010, US Department of Commerce Economics and 
Statistics Administration, Available at http://www.dol.gov/wb/media/Women-
Owned_Businesses_in_The_21st_Century.pdf  
4 National Association of Women Business Owners, WBO Statistics http://nawbo.org/section_103.cfm  
5 Id. 
6 Why Crowdfunding Is a Game-Change for Women Entrepreneurs, By Geri Stengel, Forbes, January 30, 2013, 
Available at: http://www.forbes.com/sites/geristengel/2013/01/30/why-crowdfunding-is-a-game-change-for-
women-entrepreneurs/  
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At 8 or 12 percent, the reality is not many women entrepreneurs are getting funding and this represents 
a massive missed opportunity in the market.   
 
Given this same gender investor preference, and the gender makeup of the industry, It may be more 
than coincidental that the estimated percentage of female VC’s and the estimated percentage of 
women led projects getting funded by VC’s are both around 12%. 
 
The actual process of successfully pitching to investors is more difficult for women as well8. Alison 
Wood Brooks of Harvard Business School, Laura Huang of the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton 
School, and Sarah Wood Kearney and Fiona E. Murray of MIT's Sloan School of Business showed two 
video pitches for a business to 194 potential investors. The scripts for the videos were exactly the same 
but one had a female narrator and one had a male narrator. Only 32 per cent of people said they would 
fund the woman, compared to 68 per cent who said they would fund the man. 
 

Minority Business Owners’ Access to Bank Loans 
Capital access remains the most important factor limiting the establishment, expansion and growth 
of minority-owned businesses. Given this well-established constraint, the current financial 
environment has placed a greater burden on minority entrepreneurs who are trying to keep their 
businesses thriving in today’s economy.9 In September 2012, at a Senate Small Business & 
Entrepreneurship Committee roundtable, Marie Johns, the deputy administrator of the Small 
Business Administration said that approximately 2 million of America’s estimated 26 million small 
businesses are owned by African Americans. That is about 7.7%, compared to the 13.1% of the US 
population that identified as black in 2011. 
 
The latest nationally representative data on the financing of minority firms indicates large disparities 
in access to financial capital. Minority-owned businesses are found to pay higher interest rates (7.8 
percent on average for loans compared with 6.4 percent for non-minority firms10). They are also more 
likely to be denied credit, and are less likely to apply for loans because they fear their applications will 
be denied. Further, minority-owned firms are found to have less than half the average amount of 
recent equity investments and loans than non-minority firms, even among firms with $500,000 or 
more in annual gross receipts. They also invest substantially less capital at startup and in the first few 
years of existence than non-minority firms.11 
 

                                                                                                                                                       
7  Indiegogo Insights: Women 5x More Successful on Indiegogo than in Venture, Indigogo Blog, December 20, 2010, 
Available at: http://go.indiegogo.com/blog/2010/12/indiegogo-vs-venture-capital-women-34-more-successful.html  

8Kimberly Weisul, Surprise: In Fundraising, It's the Men Who Get Objectified, Inc, April 8, 2014, Available at: 
http://www.inc.com/kimberly-weisul/in-fundraising-its-the-men-who-get-objectified.html 
9 Dr. Robert Fairlie and Dr. Alicia Robb, Disparities in Capital Access between Minority and Non-Minority-Owned 
Businesses: The Troubling Reality of Capital Limitations Faced by  MBEs, U.S. Department of Commerce, Minority 
Business Development Agency, January 2010, Available at 
http://people.ucsc.edu/~rfairlie/presentations/Disparities%20in%20Capital%20Access%20Report%202010.pdf  
10 Fairlie and Robb at page 5 
11 Fairlie and Robb at page 3 
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These minority owned firms often provide comparable or better rates or return and growth to 
similarly situated firms than those that are not minority owned,12,13 however they are consistently less 
likely to receive loans, receive lower loan amounts, pay higher interest rates on loans, are more likely 
to be denied a loan, and are more likely to not apply for loans out of rejection fears.14 
 
Banking practices in the US have a long history of discrimination against women and minorities. In 
the past women were only given loans if a man guaranteed them. Minorities faced outright dismissal 
when applying as neither husband nor wife's guarantee was often enough to satisfy the bank. 
Following several lending reforms intended to address the issue, minorities were still consistently 
blocked from obtaining financing for homes by the practice of redlining, where minority communities 
were zoned off as areas where the bank wouldn't lend to regardless of race. While the discrimination 
in lending was difficult to deal with, the discrimination in lending to women and minorities for 
business loans persisted long after it was common to lend to them for homes, cars, or other collateral 
backed purchases. 
 
The government responded in kind by putting more money into the U.S. Small Business 
Administration or SBA program which provides a government-backed guarantee on a portion of the 
loans made under their system and has looser underwriting criteria allowing those without lengthy 
credit backgrounds to still obtain loans, often at favorable rates or repayment schedules. The SBA also 
has programs specifically for helping Women and Native Americans to access loans, offer women's 
business centers and small business development centers, and offer micro loans in some occasions 
where a regular SBA bank loan wouldn't be appropriate. 
 
Frequently, lenders rely on government subsidies like the SBA program to support their loans to 
minority borrowers, but often there isn't 
enough money to go around and some 
creditworthy, sound businesses go 
unfunded simply because their owners are 
minorities and the hypothetical example 
bank is operating on a de facto quota 
system to dole out its SBA loans. To 
compound this issue there are reports that 
SBA loans to some minority groups have 
actually been decreasing following the 
economic crisis.15 The SBA data speaks for 
itself.  Per the image to the right16, 
minorities receive a far less percent of the 
overall loans.  
                                                
12 William Jackson and Timothy Bates, The Viability of the Minority-Oriented Venture Capital Industry, SBA Office of 
Advocacy, May 2013, Available at: http://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/files/rs407tot.pdf  
13 Fairlie and Robb at page 4 
14 Fairlie and Robb at page 5 
15 SBA Loans to Black Entrepreneurs Drop Dramatically, By Walker Moskop, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, December 01, 
2013 , Available at: http://www.stltoday.com/business/local/sba-loans-to-black-entrepreneurs-drop-
dramatically/article_afd4254d-31d5-5abd-91f4-b6b810e14563.html  
16   http://fitsmallbusiness.com/sba-minority-loans/  
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The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reported in 2013 that SBA loans to black businesses had dropped 
dramatically. In 2007, black-owned businesses in Missouri received 236 SBA-backed loans totaling 
$20.1 million, according to Post-Dispatch analysis of SBA data. Five years later, that number dropped 
to 15 loans totaling $2.8 million. During the first 10 months of the 2013 fiscal year, black borrowers 
received 17 loans totaling $5.7 million. In contrast, the $359 million in loans white-owned firms received 
in Missouri in 2012 was well above the 2007 total of $281 million, though the overall number of loans 
declined from 1,455 to 960. 
 
The Dispatch's research from the Kauffman Foundation goes on to show that in Illinois, the decline 
was just as stark; 669 loans totaling $56.6 million were made to black borrowers in 2007. In 2012, that 
number had dropped to 62 loans totaling $29.4 million. During the first 10 months of 2013, blacks 
received 32 SBA loans in the state. The author of the study, Kauffman Foundation researcher Alicia 
Robb, said in an interview with the dispatch that minority borrowers are “turning to mainstream 
lenders less because they have a fear of denial, which is warranted.”   
 
In January 2014, large banks approved just a fifth of all total financing requests, while small banks 
approved just half of that figure.17      
 
These downward trends have become a negative self-fulfilling prophecy: minorities are increasingly 
rejected from their applications for loans, which they already apply for, and receive at, 
disproportionately smaller rates. Because they rightly perceive that there is an increase in the rate of 
rejection, they opt not to apply seeing it as futile, thereby reducing the rate at which they receive loans 
and further discouraging others in the community who see seemingly worthy business in their 
community go unfunded. 
 

Venture Capital and Minority Owned Businesses 
Minority-owned business enterprises (MBEs), particularly those owned by African Americans and 
Hispanics, have less access to debt and equity capital than similarly situated white-owned firms.18 
 
Minority owned firms receive smaller equity investments than non-minority owned firms, around 43% 
less for similarly situated firms, even though venture capital investment returns in minority owned 
firms has been competitive in the past.19 
 
An SBA office of advocacy study using a regression analysis reveals investments of the same dollar 
amount, initiated in the same time period, by minority-oriented VC funds using identical strategies 
regarding such factors as syndication, investment by industry, GP activism with portfolio companies, 
and the like, produced higher IRR values if the portfolio company was minority owned and lower 
                                                
17 Can’t Get a Bank Loan? The Alternatives Are Expanding, By Amy Cortese, The New York Times,  March 5, 
2014, Availible at:  http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/06/business/smallbusiness/cant-get-a-bank-loan-the-
alternatives-are-expanding.html 
17 
18 Jackson and Bates, The Viability of the Minority-Oriented Venture Capital Industry,   
http://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/files/rs407tot.pdf  
19 Fairlie and Robb at page 5 
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values if the company was not. Two obvious conclusions one could draw would be that either the 
investment committees of these VC firms were simply better at picking minority owned businesses, or 
that these businesses receive less funding from other sources means there is more untapped potential 
for gains in these undeserved MBE's 
 
Another Kauffman Foundation report goes into rigorous detail about the profitability of Minority 
Oriented Venture Capital Funds following the dot-com bubble bust. It reveals that while a majority of 
VC's were heavily over invested in tech at the time, those that specialized in MBE’s weathered the 
storm better and became even more profitable in the fallout of the early 2000's.14 
 
The report closed with this statement: “Some profit-oriented funding sources may shy away from 
minority VC funds today because of the mistaken assumption that such ventures are inevitably low-
return “social investing” propositions. As knowledge of the high returns generated by successful 
minority venture capital spreads, this ill-informed aversion should lessen, thereby increasing the flow 
of funds to minority business enterprises.” 
 
While the mainstream VC's did initially make progress toward investing more in MBE's there has been 
a significant drop off in activity following the 2008 financial crash and the recession that followed. 
During this time money was doled out more conservatively than in the period studied in the Kauffman 
report, leaving many female and minority entrepreneurs wondering where they were to look next for 
financing. 
 

Crowdfunding as an Alternative 
Crowdfunding has quickly grown from a new funding tool to a multibillion-dollar industry.  
Kickstarter has led the path with over 65,000 projects being funded with over $1B since 2009.  Of the 
fifty highest funded projects on Kickstarter, the premier crowdfunding site, 45 have turned into 
ongoing entrepreneurial firms20. This proves that crowdfunding ideas can lead to promising 
enterprises.  Some of the most successful crowdfunded projects were turned down by venture 
capitalists, before successfully raising funding from sites such as Kickstarter.21 
 
There are 4 main types of crowdfunding, donation/perks, pre-order, debt and equity.  Regardless of the 
type the process is similar. It begins with a fundraiser initiating a request for funding on a 
crowdfunding website.  They indicate what the money is needed for, and what is offered in exchange. 
Potential donors/investors can browse the offerings, and, if interested, give/invest a small amount 
toward the target amount. The crowdfunding website provides the technical platform for the 
communication, exchange of funds, etc. In crowdfunding, investors or donors can offer feedback on 
the offering and idea.  
 
Several of platforms like Plum Alley and Fund Dreamer have sprung up specifically offering 
opportunities to donate or invest in women or minority owned projects. Almost any major niche has a 

                                                
20 https://www.business.utah.edu/sites/default/files/media/mollick_swept_away_byu_utah3-5.pdf  
21 ibid 
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platform either already offering pitches or waiting for the SEC rules to be finalized22 so they can make 
equity offerings. 
 
Crowdfunding has thrown open the doors for many women and minority entrepreneurs to access 
capital directly from individual donors and investors. The benefit of crowdfunding for entrepreneurs 
is it gives business owners the ability to cast a wider funding net so that their business or idea will be 
seen by a broader base of investors or donors who might be interested in the product or service the 
entrepreneur is trying to sell.15 Such a net is not limited to geography as crowdfunding resides on the 
social network which is online.  While people with built in networks of friends with deep pockets to 
raise funds through will still be at an advantage, someone with no personal network is now able to put 
their idea on the Internet, and if it sparks interest, seek funding. 
 
There is some evidence that racism or sexism may still play some role in how individuals allocate their 
donations and investments.16 In a 2012 study conducted by Prosper, a peer-to-peer lending website, 
researchers found that black borrowers are 25 to 35 percent less likely to receive funding than a white 
borrower with similar credit. The report, entitled "What's in a Picture? Evidence of Discrimination 
From Prosper.com," studied 110,000 loan applications from the popular peer-lending website created 
between June 2006 and May 2007.17  It discovered racial biases can influence lending patterns even 
among individuals.  Interestingly, the Prosper study found that unlike in the traditional economy, 
female borrowers were more likely than male borrowers to receive funding from peer lenders. 
 
The Prosper study gives pause in the midst of numerous articles suggesting that crowdfunding will 
automatically give women and minorities equal access to capital. However, the fact that women were 
shown to receive more loans than men in the study proves that long standing biases that block access 
to capital can be overcome by providing everyday people the freedom to invest. As discussed, having a 
well-financed network of contacts to begin one’s crowdfunding campaign is a significant advantage. 
 
There is significant promise in crowdfunding to break down barriers in institutional racism and 
sexism. The prejudices of a handful of investors will not necessarily stop you from getting funding 
from the crowd the way it may have from a large institution. Even if your business idea only appeals to 
a small niche of the population, crowdfunding can allow entrepreneurs to reach out to engage those 
people for funding and support. 
 
In the report, Gender Dynamics in Crowdfunding: Evidence on Entrepreneurs, Investors, and Deals 
from Kickstarter many interesting signals were uncovered about women and crowdfunding.  These 
include: 

● About 55% of the investors of Kickstarter projects were male, compared with 45% that were 
women. Thus, women make up a larger percentage of investors than entrepreneurs on this 
crowdfunding platform. 

●  One interesting finding is that female entrepreneurs are more likely to attract female 
investors. While more than 40% of the funds of female investors were invested in projects by 
female entrepreneurs, only 22.5% of the male investor funds went to female led projects. 

                                                
22 On April 5, 2012 President Obama signed the JOBS Act into law.  Title III of the JOBS Act legalizes debt and 
equity-based crowdfunding following certain rules.  Those rules while released in draft form in October, 2013 
have yet to be finalized.  Until then businesses cannot solicit unaccredited investors for money. 
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● Over the period observed on donation platforms, women entrepreneurs had a higher 
crowdfunding success rate, 69.5 percent, compared to 61.4 per cent for men. 

● Investors are more likely to fund entrepreneurs from the same gender as the investor 
 
Given the last point that investors are more likely to fund projects run by the same gender, we can see 
how these kinds of preferences may distort investments made by the previously described majority 
male-run VC market. Since women will be given equal opportunity to invest on crowdfunding 
platforms, it is reasonable to assume that at least some of this investor preference effect will lead to 
more investment by women in women-led projects.  
 
While still early in its days and clearly not fully democratizing access to capital, early signals show that 
crowdfunding appears to be an effective tool for getting capital to individuals who may have been 
previously shut out of the private and public capital markets. 
 

Case Studies in Crowdfunding for Women and 
Minorities 
While we wait for final guidance from the SEC on equity crowdfunding rules for the general 
population, there are already success stories of women and minority run businesses obtaining funding 
through accredited crowdfunding and from perks-based donation crowdfunding. Sites like Kickstarter 
and Indiegogo already have several examples of successful campaigns that provide a model for women 
and minority entrepreneurs who want to use 
crowdfunding to help their businesses reach the next 
step. 
 
Warren Lane Urban Farm - Minority Community 
Success 
Warren Lane Urban Farm is a non-profit community 
based garden/farm in the heart of Inglewood California.18 
Inglewood fits the profile of an underserved community. 
According to the 2013 American Community Survey 
Inglewood has a minority population of 76%23,  12.5% 
unemployment24 with 27% of Inglewood families living 
below the poverty level25, about twice that of the country 
at large (9 percent).  
 
Their goal of the project was to provide healthy produce 
to underserved areas. The company is a partnership 
between PACT, the Whole Kids Foundation, and 
Indiegogo. They want to eventually create 100 urban 
farms in 100 cities across the US. To help them start out 

                                                
23 http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=DEC_10_DP_DPDP1  
24 http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_12_5YR_DP03  
25 ibid 
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they partnered with Indiegogo and set a fundraising goal of $2,500 of “seed money” (pardon the pun). 
 
Driven to feed, teach, and inspire people in their community, the project includes plans to create an 
on-campus space where teachers can provide hands-on activities that engage the students in science, 
health, and environmentalism. They also want to conduct community events, host gardening classes, 
raise chickens and produce, and build a solar powered sustainable facility. The Warren Lane Urban 
Farm will serve as the model for 22 other schools in the Inglewood Unified School District. Their hope 
is if this project takes off it will transform Inglewood from a food desert to a healthy food oasis. 
 
Their idea and message resonated with the community. This campaign started on Jan 15 and closed on 
February 28, 2013. In that short period of time they earned $2,621, 105% their funding goal from 48 
funders, in donations using donor perks like PACT branded socks and tee shirts.  What is unique 
about this campaign is, other than emanating from an underserved community, it is a project that 
would never have garnered the interest of traditional funders like VCs or banks. This shows that 
where there is community engagement, good ideas in underserved communities can get funded. 
 
Three Weavers Brewing Company - Women-led 
Enterprise 
Lynn Weaver, a former tax professional, has a passion 
for brewing fine craft beers. She was so interested in 
craft beers that she decided to turn her hobby into a 
full time business. Today, Three Weavers Brewing 
Company is proud to be among the first woman 
owned craft breweries.19 After hiring a professional 
brew master and operating for about a year, Three 
Weavers wanted to open a tasting room to gain 
exposure and solidify their brand. They planned to 
operate the tasting room as an event location and 
gallery for local artists, but also as a place to test out 
new beer flavors and experimental brews before 
committing to larger production runs.  
 
To turn their extra space into an attractive tasting 
room, Three Weavers turned to Kickstarter 
donations. They set a goal of $25,000 and brewed up a fund raising strategy. They made several videos 
detailing their project ideas and released artist's renditions and blueprints of the proposed tasting 
room. They offered donation rewards like hats, pint glasses, growlers (a 64. oz glass jug for craft beer), 
tours of their brewery and even an invite to go with the team to the Great American Beer Festival in 
Denver Colorado. The result? They raised $25,422 from 166 backers, passing their $25K goal and 
funding the creation of their tasting room.  This is another example to come out of Inglewood where 
traditional financing would not have been an option; bias against women-own business in the beer 
industry would have held her back, but with a community of supporters who share the same interest 
she was able to succeed.  This will bring more business to the community, potentially more jobs and 
more tax revenue for the government.  
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Blackstartup.com - Crowdfunding for African Americans 
Nathan Bennett Fleming, a law professor at the University of the District of Columbia and DC's 
Congressional Shadow Representative started BlackStartup.com with five of his fraternity brothers 
from when he attended famed HBCU, Morehouse College. 
 
Black Startup is just a blog at the moment, but it promises to deliver a powerful capital-raising 
platform for ideas and businesses run by, or for, people in the African American Community. The idea 
is getting traction, it has already been featured in the Washington Post20, and Black Startup was 
recently accepted into Yale Entrepreneurial Institute Summer Fellowship Program.21 
 
Platforms like this and the previously mentioned Plum Alley and Fund Dreamer will be available in 
many niche markets and offer the potential to focus funding on groups that normally don't receive 
attention from banks or VC's. In a focused funding opportunity environment they will be offered a 
self-selected pool of investors or donors who are already primed to invest in the selected niche. 
 
Entre Mujeres 
Entre Mujeres is a trans-local music composition project between Chicanas/Latinas in the U.S. and 
Jarochas/Mexican female musicians in Veracruz, Mexico22. Started by Martha Gonzales, Chicana 
American PhD and Assistant Professor in the Chicano/Latino Studies Department of 
Scripps/Claremont College, Entre Mujeres is an international musical collaboration aimed at 
producing music that is both rooted in cultural heritage and reflective of direct experiences of the 
female songwriters and performers. Gonzales traveled to Mexico as a Fulbright scholar and while in 
Veracruz, recorded numerous local female musicians in their homes performing various traditional 
musical styles and they collaborated on songs together.  
 
After returning from her Fulbright Scholarship, she took the recordings to several Chicana artists in 
Los Angeles and they collaborated further adding additional instrumentation and vocals to the 
recordings made in the Mexican women's homes. Now they needed to mix and remaster the music to 
create studio quality audio. They needed $10,000 in funding for the mixing and remastering and 
wanted to press 1,000 CD's to sell to recoup some of the costs incurred by the project thus far. While 
this project is not strictly non-profit, it is also not a project designed strictly for the purposes of creating 
the most profit possible like modern record label productions. Not a tempting proposition to a banker 
perhaps, but Ms. Gonzales turned instead to Kickstarter and set the goal of $10,000 in 50 days. They 
offered donor perks like hand made wooden pins and earrings, digital downloads of the album, wood 
cut printed tee shirts, and mini-documentaries on the making of the album. The community saw the 
value in the project, and 208 backers later she reached the goal with a total of $10,425 in donations for 
the project. 
 

Where Do We Go From Here? 
While discrimination in access to capital will not disappear over night, there is significant anecdotal 
evidence that broadening the base of contributors able to put capital into projects will likely be able to 
alleviate some of the negative effects of a number of examples of institutional discrimination. Turmoil 
in the economy can disproportionately harm minority and women owned businesses in their search 
for capital. At the same time it is often these same minority and women owned businesses that have 
both access to untapped niche markets for willing capital allocators and room for substantial growth 
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for investors and the economy. Both debt and equity funding institutions have historically 
discriminated against minority and women owned businesses, and even as improvements are made, 
the level of discrimination remains significant. Crowdfunding may offer viable options in equity, debt, 
royalty, and donation models to breakdown longstanding barriers to capital and allow good ideas to 
receive the funding they deserve by democratizing both access to capital and providing all investors 
the freedom to choose what companies, entrepreneurs, and communities they want to invest in.  When 
the full effects of Title III of the JOBS Act goes into effect, as long as they provide a reasonable 
approach to protecting investors and providing access to capital, it may be likely that women and 
minorities will be the largest beneficiaries of crowdfunding in our economy as well. 
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